
Thursday, June 10

TIMELINE
0:00 - 4:00 Brief (4 min)

4:00 - 11:00 General Warm-Up (7 min)
11:00 - 16:00 Specific Warm-Up (5 min)

16:00 -19:00  Pre-WOD Break/Prep (3 min)
19:00 - 55:00 WOD (32 min)

55:00 - 60:00 Accessory/Cool Down/Clean up (5
min)

INTRODUCTION
Time to strap those feet in and get after lots of
rowing! Your endurance-based athletes live for
days like today and a handful of your members
will have a specific time to shoot for. Use the
warm-up to work on efficiency and find a pace
they want to hold during the 5k. Finishing a 5k row
is a big deal regardless of time; celebrate this
today with all of your members when they finish
and make a social media graphic to highlight all
the PR’s!

BRIEF: 0:00 - 4:00 (4 MINS)

WEIGHT LOSS
WOD: In the early days of

Crossfit the act of programming
a longer run (5k/10k) or row was

a great way to end up with an
empty gym that day…..As

coaches you can mitigate this by
explaining to each avatar group

WHY you are asking them to
show up today!

Our weight loss athletes will
benefit from today’s work in a
number of ways: moderately
high sustained intensity for

20-30 minutes will help us to
burn fat by increasing energy
output and boosting metabolic
rate during, and post-workout.

Longer sustained efforts like
today’s will also help this group
to increase their work volume in

other longer WODs due to
increased stamina and

cardiovascular tolerance.

The row also provides a chance
to develop muscular endurance
in our upper body pull muscles
that we can’t get from a 5k run!

GENERAL FITNESS
WOD: In the early days of

Crossfit the act of programming
a longer run (5k/10k) or row was

a great way to end up with an
empty gym that day…..As

coaches you can mitigate this by
explaining to each avatar group

WHY you are asking them to
show up today!

General fitness athletes should
fear today’s work just a little bit.
5 km isn’t a LONG distance but

it isn’t short either…

The goal for this group should
be to get this done as quickly

and efficiently as possible. Just
like a fast 5km run, this shouldn’t
be comfortable until it’s over…

By working at a high, sustained
pace to complete this work the

General Fitness athlete will
benefit from taxing their

aerobic/oxidative system at a
higher rate than it is comfortable

sustaining. By doing this
regularly we get better at

working in this energy system at
elevated intensities. We also get
the added benefit of better lactic

INCREASE STRENGTH
WOD: In the early days of

Crossfit the act of programming
a longer run (5k/10k) or row was

a great way to end up with an
empty gym that day…..As

coaches you can mitigate this by
explaining to each avatar group

WHY you are asking them to
show up today!

Increased Strength athletes
might be the toughest to

convince today…..but only if
they don’t want to become better

all around athletes!

While today’s workout might be
uncomfortable for some in the
group, the increased muscular
endurance and improved lactic
acid buffering benefits should

help to convince them!



acid buffering at higher
intensities. This has a great

carryover to other aerobic based
sports and Crossfit Wods!

COACHING NOTES: After briefing the class as a whole use the Goal Briefs to interact with
each member 1:1 and provide guidance on how they should approach the workout to meet their
individual goals.

WARM UP: 04:00 - 16:00 (12 MINS)

GENERAL
3 RDS

:30 row (Arms only)
:30 row (Arms and Torso)

:30 row (full body)
:30 rest

SPECIFIC
1:00 row @ moderate pace (60-70%)

:30 easy pace
1:00 row @ moderate-hard pace (70-80%)

:30 easy pace
1:00 row @ hard pace (80-90%)

COACHING NOTES: Breaking down the row piece by piece can help some of our visual
learners understand the proper sequence of rowing. Most members will talk about how awkward
the first two movements feel, at which time you can explain the importance of first driving
through your heels and legs, then your torso, then your arms.

After the general warm-up, dive into some pacing drills. The moderate-hard pace is where we
want most of our athletes to be at during the 5k. A good rule of thumb is they should be able to
talk to you for the first half of the 5k if they wanted to.  This establishes that they have not come
out too hot and will have a hard kick left in the tank towards the end.



PRE-WOD BREAK/PREP: 16:00 - 19:00 (3 MINS)

WOD: 19:00 - 49:00 (30 MINS)

OPTION 1
For Time:

5k row
30 min cap

(Last Tested 2/28)

OPTION 2
For Time:
1 mile run

100 Burpees
30 MIN CAP

LEVEL UP OPPORTUNITY: PR your 5K! (Conditioning Focus)

COACHING NOTES: You often hear of runners having “negative splits,” meaning that the back
half of their race is faster than the start. This is an excellent strategy for almost all of your
members because it will keep them from coming out of the gates too hot and frying out early on.

Think of a client that has a goal time of 20 minutes. It is much more likely that they’ll be able to
accomplish this by rowing a 2:05 for the first 1k, a 2:02 for the next 1k, a 1:58 for the next 1k,
1:55 for the next 1k, and sprint the last 1k than if they just tried to hold a steady 2:00.

Efficiency tips for the row include:
● Keeping a straight oar path.
● Driving aggressively through the heels before pulling with the arms.
● Taking a slight pause at the catch phase.

Other things to make sure members have set-up properly are the damper and the foot straps. A
low damper (Between 3-6) will help avoid the legs from cramping up. Make sure that strokes per
minute are below 30, especially during the first 3k.

Remind members that finishing a 5k at any pace is a big accomplishment! For some of your
deconditioned athletes, a 4k will be a more appropriate test of fitness today.

MOVEMENT ADJUSTMENTS:
Perform option 2 or a 5k run if needed.



POST WOD: 49:00 - 60:00 (11 MINS)

ACCESSORY
Every 2:30 X 4

15 DB Hammer Curls
15 DB Skull Crushers

15 Push-Ups

COOLDOWN

COACHING NOTES: After the cardio grind, have members grab a light to moderate set of
dumbbells and get after a fun pump sesh.  Hammer curls and skull crushers should be
performed unbroken without the use of momentum.  Members can scale the push-ups to include
barbell push-ups, hand release push-ups, or kneeling push-ups.


